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Hi I am awesome

Materials Required: copies of the story "One day in an American school" with blank spaces left for students to

fill in, a list of vocabulary words from the story to go over before Adverb .

SWAT: be able to read and comprehend the story about a day in an Adjective high school and learn

about an American school day routine.

Procedure:

Adjective the students they are going to read and listen to a story about a typical day in an American high

school. Start by going over Adverb explaining some words they may not know which will be in the text.

(provided below)

Vocabulary used in the Adjective - Ends in EST

Homeroom- each grade has a "home" classroom that they go to at the beginning of the day.

Yearbook- a Adjective that is printed every school year and has Verb - Past Tense pictures of all

Adjective students in school. It also has pictures of different activities and sports teams from the school.

(to be) tardy- when you are late in the morning for the first lesson! Ex: Molly was tardy this morning because

she came to school 20 minutes late.

Loudspeaker- an intercom system that is set up in schools which allows the main office to communicate through

the intercom with every classroom.

Being sent to the principal's office- if you do something terrible in school one of the worst things for you can be

to be sent to the principal's office!

Detention-



*see American school rules lesson

Suspension- *see American school rules lesson

Hall pass- a hall pass is a piece of paper that says where you are going if you have to leave the classroom during

a lesson, which no one is generally allowed to do. The teacher must sign the hall pass and if you are walking in

the halls during a lesson any teacher can ask you for your hall pass. Not all schools are strict with this, but many

are.

Pledge of Allegiance- this is a short speech that all students and probably most Americans know by heart,

because we say this every morning at the beginning of the school day in homeroom.

Guidance office- This is not the main office in school, but the guidance counselor works here and is in charge of

scheduling students for their classes, helping them to apply for
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